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Abstract
Here we propose that the upper bound marginal stability of proteins ( ∼ 7.4
kcal/mol) is a universal property that includes macro-molecular complexes and is not
affected by molecular changes such as mutations and Post-Translational
Modifications (PTMs). Its existence is, essentially, a consequence of the Anfinsen’s
thermodynamics hypothesis rather than a result of an evolutive process. This result
enables us to conjecture that neutral evolution should also be, with respect to
protein stability, a universal phenomenon. 
Discussion
 
Experimental evidence indicates that proteins and complexes as ribosomes are
marginally stable 1-4. In this regards, and following Hormoz 5, we define stability in
terms of thermodynamics stability, namely as “… equivalent to the energy gap size
between the native state and the first excited (misfolded) state…” That is, we are
interested in biologically active proteins and complexes following a dynamic
exchange with slightly higher-energy conformations retaining biological activity.
Hence, we are not interested in the analysis of the protein stability understood as the
free energy of denaturation.   
 
We would like to bring the attention to three related studies that give support to our
proposal:
 
 . Analysis of the average free energy change of denaturation from nine monomeric
globular proteins indicates the existence of a narrow range of stability, namely  
< ΔG >≈ 11± 3 Kcal/mol 2.
 . A recent study of the ribosome native state shows that the largest energy
difference, between the lowest and highest point of the free energy landscape, is  
3.80± 0.65Kcal/mol 4. This means that proteins with a molecular weight of
about 2.0x104 Da,2 and the ribosome, a molecular complex of 79 proteins and 4
RNAs, with a molecular weight of about 3.2x106 Da have both similar marginal
stability.
 . Analysis of protein stability changes in response to protein point-mutation data,
obtained by using two unfolding methods each with 2,804 and 2,418 different
point mutations, respectively, shows that most free energy changes are within  
± ≈ 5.0kcal/mol 3. Not surprising most of the mutations are destabilizing.
 
 
Certainly, the results from these studies can be rationalized by following Anfinsen
thermodynamics hypothesis 7 and looking at the definition of the upper bound free
energy change derived for the native-state of monomeric globular proteins 6:
 
                                     ΔG ≤ lim RT lnMW                             (1)MW→∞
 
 
where MW stands for the molecular weight, R the gas constant and T the
temperature. Because of the logarithm in (1),  ΔG is robust upon changes in the
value of MW. Let us illustrate it. At room temperature an increase of MW by one
order of magnitude is going to result into a  ΔG increase of  ≈ 1.4kcal/mol . This
quantity is similar to the average strength of protein’s hydrogen bonds in solution, i.e.
 ≈ 1.5kcal/mol 8. Moreover, even if we do not use MW in (1), and instead we
estimate the partition function as some unknown function of molecular features like
number of hydrogen bonds, residue-residue contacts, etc., the robustness will still
hold because, for example, the number of intra main-chain hydrogen bonds roughly
scales as  2N  , with  N  been the number of amino-acids, while the number of
contacts also scales linearly with  N  . This implies that the stability upper bound
should be roughly similar, i.e., in the order of a few hydrogen bonds of difference, for
at least most of the functional bio-molecules and bio-molecular complexes.
 
The aforementioned reasoning argues that the variation in the marginal stability for
different proteins and bio-macromolecular complexes should be narrowly restricted
to similar values but does not explain why the stability should be marginal. Unlike all
previous proposals, we suggest that the upper bound of the marginal stability of
proteins and bio-macromolecular complexes is governed by fluctuations (jiggling
and wiggling of atoms)9 of the pairwise and many-body interactions on both the
macro-molecules and the solvent. In other words, at the global minimum of the free
energy all folding dominant forces are almost compensated in a state of quasi-
equilibrium. The nature of the latter can understood intuitively from eq. (4) of Vila
(2019) 6.
 
The relation of the marginal stability of the native state with the functionality and
evolution of proteins have been matter of discussion in the literature for many years
10,11. Williams et al. (2006) 10 uses evolutionary simulations on a lattice model protein
to suggest that the existence of marginal stability in proteins implies neither an
evolutionary advantage to marginal stability nor a trade-off between stability and
binding strength and thus neutral evolution is sufficient to explain the margin
stability of proteins. In the same line of reasoning Bloom et al. (2006)11  “…
quantitatively describes how neutral evolution leads to marginally stable proteins…”
On the contrary, we argue that the marginal stability of proteins is essentially a
consequence of the Anfinsen’s thermodynamics hypothesis, as show by Vila (2019)
6, and thus not a consequence of evolution. As a result, the very existence of a
universal stability upper bound of the marginal stability provides a physical substrate
for neutral evolution to occur. Indeed, if mutations introduce fluctuations greater
than the stability upper bound then the bio-molecule (or bio-macromolecular
complexes) will unfold. The remaining mutations could only marginally
destabilize/stabilize a bio-molecule structure. Thus, from a thermodynamics
perspective, most mutations retaining biological function should be neutral 12 or
nearly neutral 13. In addition, if the stability upper bound is universal (as we propose)
then neutral evolution should also be (with respect to protein stability) a universal
phenomenon; thus, not directly related to any details, such as the chemical
composition, size or architecture, of the bio-molecule. As far as we know this
particular connection between marginal stability and (neutral) evolution has been
previously overlooked.
Conclusions
 
Based on a statistical-thermodynamics analysis we provide sound arguments that
the protein marginal stability upper bound 6 seems to be  a universal property of bio-
molecules and macro-molecular complexes and a consequence of a quasi-
equilibrium of forces at the minimum of the protein global free energy. Taken all
together these observations imply that a neutral or nearly neutral evolution should
also be, with respect to the stability, a universal property of proteins and bio-
molecular complexes. 
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